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“Wonder is the seed of knowledge”

– Francis Bacon

In Pioneer’s ongoing series of blogs here, on curricular resources for parents, families, and

teachers during COVID-19, this one focuses on:

Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of Sir Francis Bacon and the scienti�c method.

“Knowledge itself is power,” the 17th-century English philosopher and statesman Sir Francis

Bacon famously wrote. These days, it’s important for us to remember Bacon, not just because

Thomas Je�erson ranked him among the three most important thinkers who ever lived, but

because this year marks the 400th anniversary of Bacon’s great book, the New Organon. Here,

Bacon explained the scienti�c method of inductive reasoning that serves as the foundation on

which all modern science, medicine, and even constitutionalism is supposed to be based. In a

very real sense, we’re all the heirs and bene�ciaries of Sir Francis Bacon’s ideas. Yet, few

policymakers, adults in K-12 education, and far fewer high school students know who Sir Francis

Bacon was. To help remedy that, we’re o�ering a variety of resources to help parents, teachers,

and schoolchildren, including:
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FRANCIS  BACON:

THE TEMPER OF A

MAN,  BY  CATHERINE

DRINKER BOWEN

“The portrait Catherine Drinker

Bowen paints of this

controversial man, Francis

Bacon (1561-1626), balances the

outward life and actions of

Bacon with the seemingly

contradictory aspects of his

re�ned philosophical

re�ections… Modern scholars

hold Bacon's philosophical

works, Novum Organum,

Advancement of Learning, and

The New Atlantis, as his greatest

achievements. Bowen's story

reveals a man whose genius it

was not to immerse himself in

the rigor of scienti�c

experimentation, but to realize

what questions science should

ask, and thereby reach beyond

the status quo and appeal to

the wider imagination of his

generation.”

THE BACONIAN

METHOD/SCIENTIF IC

METHOD

“The Baconian method is the

investigative method developed

by Sir Francis Bacon, one of the

founders of modern science,

and thus a �rst formulation of a

modern scienti�c method. The

method was put forward in

Bacon's book Novum Organum

(1620), or 'New Method', and

was supposed to replace the

methods put forward in

Aristotle's Organon. This

method was in�uential upon the

development of the scienti�c

method in modern science; but

also more generally in the early

modern rejection of medieval

Aristotelianism… Bacon's

method is an example of the

application of inductive

reasoning. However, Bacon's

method of induction is much

more complex than the

essential inductive process of

making generalizations from

observations. Bacon's method

begins with description of the

requirements for making the

careful, systematic observations

necessary to produce quality

facts. He then proceeds to use

induction, the ability to

generalize from a set of facts to

one or more axioms. However,

he stresses the necessity of not

generalizing beyond what the

facts truly demonstrate. The

next step may be to gather

additional data, or the

researcher may use existing

data and the new axioms to

establish additional axioms.

Speci�c types of facts can be

particularly useful, such as

negative instances, exceptional

instances and data from

experiments. The whole process

BACON BIOGRAPHY

“Francis Bacon served as

attorney general and Lord

Chancellor of England, resigning

amid charges of corruption. His

more valuable work was

philosophical. Bacon took up

Aristotelian ideas, arguing for an

empirical, inductive approach,

known as the scienti�c method,

which is the foundation of

modern scienti�c inquiry.”

NOVUM ORGANUM,

BY FRANCIS  BACON

“The Novum Organum… is a

philosophical work by Francis

Bacon, written in Latin and

published in 1620. The title is a

reference to Aristotle's work

Organon, which was his treatise

on logic and syllogism. In

Novum Organum, Bacon details

a new system of logic he

believes to be superior to the

old ways of syllogism. This is

now known as the Baconian

method. For Bacon, �nding the

essence of a thing was a simple

process of reduction, and the

use of inductive reasoning… The
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is repeated in a stepwise

fashion to build an increasingly

complex base of knowledge, but

one which is always supported

by observed facts, or more

generally speaking, empirical

data. He argues in the Novum

Organum that our only hope for

building true knowledge is

through this careful method.”

title page of Novum Organum

depicts a galleon passing

between the mythical Pillars of

Hercules that stand either side

of the Strait of Gibraltar,

marking the exit from the well-

charted waters of the

Mediterranean into the Atlantic

Ocean.”

THEN & NOW VIDEO:

FRANCIS  BACON –

INTRODUCTION TO

THE PHILOSOPHY OF

INDUCTION

“An introduction to the

philosophy of Francis Bacon, the

father of empiricism. Bacon was

born in London in 1561. He was

an establishment �gure born

into one of the most powerful

families in Britain. He as a

member of the house of

commons and the house of

lords for 37 years, a lawyer,

Attorney General, and a

member of the Privy Council,

the group who advises the

monarch. He died of pneumonia

after carrying out experiments

with ice in 1626. He’s interested

in the question of what is useful,

practical, the pursuit of

improving our place in the

world. He thought that the

scholastic philosophy taught at

the time was dry, closed o�,

esoteric, at a dead end.”
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